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The fun started in Melbourne on Friday evening when I met my daughter Beka and her partner Tom 
at the bouldering cave and we wandered down to a vegetarian place called Lentil as Anything for 
dinner. It is a charity place in a beautiful old convent where you pay what you think the food is worth 
for as much as you can eat of vegan dishes. The people watching is great fun and there were 
musicians there too playing this cool music on violins and double bass, very bohemian! We stayed in 
Melbourne the night and in the morning headed to the airport for our flights. 
 
The flights (through Singapore to Jakarta) were long but went well and our first night in Jakarta we 
stayed in a lovely hotel with huge rooms. We had VIP service at the airport and visas were expedited 
extremely quickly. My nephew Sam was a bit delayed in Bali and we were all really tired so I left Sam 
a note and we all crashed into bed. As requested, Sam called to let me know he'd arrived and we all 
met for breakfast the next morning before heading back to the airport for our flight to Borneo 
(Kalimantan). 
 
Despite a bit of a delay in Jakarta the next morning the flight went smoothly and we were met in 
Pangkalan Bun and transferred about 15 minutes (in the pouring rain) to our boat, the Kalimantan 
Explorer. We were all commenting on how loud the bird song was by the river and saying how it 
sounded taped - which it turned out to be, as all along the river banks are big buildings where swifts 
are encouraged to nest so their nests can be harvested for bird’s nest soup!! 

 

 
 
The boat was fairly basic but clean and our guide Mowari was great. We quickly settled in and 
headed off to the rainforest. There were frequent heavy showers interspersed with dry patches and 
our poor cabin boy Jon-Jon would just finish swabbing the decks dry when it would rain again. 
 

 



 
 
Our three days up the river were great. We learned lots of local language (Sam is amazing and 
incredibly friendly and chatted away to all the locals quite easily). 
 
We spent our time relaxing on board in between visits to various Orang-utan rehabilitation centres 
where we saw heaps of orang-utans, including a huge and somewhat aggressive male called Tom 
and lots of babies. We got really close (like arms-length) to a number of them. In the rehabilitation 
camps they are quite habituated and come to feeding platforms at certain times of the day. Some of 
their behaviour is really funny to watch - especially one teenage male who got impatient waiting for 
the ranger to come and set off down the path to find him. We also saw two completely wild ones 
while boating down the river.  
 



 
 
As we cruised down the river we saw many other animals. I think almost all of us said our favourite 
animals though were the two gibbons we saw - very cool and so amazing to watch swinging through 
the trees. We also saw hilarious proboscis monkeys, long tailed macaques, silver-lipped monkeys, 
wild boar, 3 crocodiles, a snake eel, snake-head fish, a water snake, loads of beautiful butterflies, 
heaps of bugs - stick insects, praying mantis etc., loads of lightning bugs lining the banks of the river 
and I am sure some other stuff that I can't remember yet.  
 

 

 



 



 
We were always up really early (the air-conditioning in the cabin I shared with Sam would be on 
from 6 in the evening until about midnight and by about 5:30am the cabin would be stifling! The 
morning light was great and we would laze about on deck and wake Tom and Beka (who's bed was 
up on deck in a little tenty thing) and then have showers (mostly cold - but refreshing) before 
breakfast and then heading up the river to our first walk for the day....  
 

 
 
Each day we visited two places for walks, usually a couple of rehabilitation centres. As well as the 
animals, there was lots of interesting plant life. In the in-between times we meandered up and down 
the river, rested on deck and kept watch for different wildlife in and around the river. 
 

 
 
One afternoon we visited a local village, which was one of Beka's favourite things to do and were 
able to wander around and take photos and chat to people etc. It was pretty ramshackle but the 
people were friendly. One of the things I found saddest about the whole trip was that along the river 
the jungle was quite lush but you could see about 50-100m from the river it was all being cleared for 
palm oil plantations. This is a critical source of income for the locals but a real shame from an 
environment perspective. 
 



 

 
 
The jungle was hot and humid so it was always good to be moving to keep a breeze going. Each night 
we would stop somewhere along the river, tie up by the bank and settle in for the night. We were 
always in bed by 9 and slept remarkably well. The first night as we sat on deck waiting for dinner 
there was constant lightning - flashing about every 30-60 seconds and lighting up the sky -  for about 
three hours. The second night we parked up beside a couple of trees and as it got dark they filled 
with flickering fireflies. It was very beautiful, like our own personal Christmas tree. 

 

 
 

After three nights we headed back to Pangkalan Bun and onto our private jet! Wow! It was pretty 
flash and we had so much food to eat on the hour and a half flight! We got the impression that these 



types of planes don't show up that often in these parts. Half of the airport staff came out to see the 
plane and wave us off etc!  
 

 
 
We arrived in Labuan Bajo and were met at the airport by Mario, a German who has been in 
Indonesia on-and-off for the last ten years. We transferred about 15 minutes through the town to 
our boat, the Moana. She is so much better than the photos show, a really beautiful wooden boat 
and we had lovely cabins with real air-conditioning and loads of space on deck to sit. As we headed 
out - about a three hour sail - to our first anchorage the three young-uns headed up the ladders and 
sat up the mast. (I climbed halfway up a few times myself later in the trip - great views - but not 
while we were moving!) 
 

 
 

The first evening we anchored in a sheltered bay and walked up a hill to enjoy a sundowner drink 
while we watched the sunset. 
 

 

 



How to describe our time on the boat? We spent a huge amount of time in the water, snorkelling 
mainly and a little bit of swimming - jumping off the boat etc. The snorkelling was incredible with a 
huge abundance of fish, beautiful corals, turtles etc. We snorkelled in a number of different 
locations, each with different things to see.  We saw clams, lobster, eels, mantis shrimp, etc and I 
even became quite adept at diving down for a closer look. 
 

 
 
We each also had the opportunity to do a one-hour dive which I found incredible. To be under 
11.7metres of water and so close to everything was very peaceful and so beautiful. I had no trouble 
equalising and enjoyed it much more than I had expected. Beka struggled with the equalising but got 
there in the end (she didn't get so deep in her dive) and Tom (who has some challenges with one of 
his ear-drums was not able to equalise so didn't get much below three metres). Sam was a natural 
and is talking about taking diving lessons when he gets back. 
 

 



One evening we did some drift snorkelling, getting dropped off at one end of the reef in fairly fast 
moving current and floating to the other end. It was quite a thrill - I felt a bit like Crush from Finding 
Nemo. We saw reef sharks and huge Eagle Rays. I think we all said this was one of the highlights of 
the trip. 
 

 
 
On the last evening we were anchored next to a grove of mangroves and just on dark thousands 
(literally) of fruit bats took off and flew over our boat to the large island behind us to feed. We all 
climbed up the mast to watch and they played dramatic music over the sound system. It was 
incredible! 
 

 
 
We also did a two-hour walk on Rinca Island where we saw a number of Komodo Dragons sleeping in 
the sun and one small one walking, as well as water buffalo and macaques. It was good to have a 
walk (although hot) and great views. 
 

 



 

 
 
We then flew to Bali and stayed in the most amazing three bedroom villa, with our own huge private 
swimming pool etc. Three bedroom villa really doesn't describe this place. It was massive and very 
plush but also very comfortable. We had lunch at the restaurant then spent time at the beach, 
played badminton and ping-pong, swam in the pool etc. In the evening we caught a taxi into Kuta 
Beach where we browsed in the markets and had dinner in a great Greek restaurant. 
 

 



On the last morning we headed out for breakfast, then to the beach for some stand up paddle-
boarding and then the airport and home.  

 

 


